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Greetings stodents, faaxlty and staff of Coiicordia University St. Paul, 
As the new Editor-in-Chief, I am very excited about what our staff has been able to 
put together for the first issue. 
Our main goal for the year is fairly straight forward. We want to consistently produce 
interesting and accurate stories that correspond with campus life and the Twin Cities 
area. News, sports, art, pop culture, humor, and opinion are the main focus. While 
incorporating these different elements, we want to strengthen the relationship between 
the paper and the Concordia community. We believe the best way to do this is to make 
The Sword more interactive. 
Commenting and giving feedback is encouraged and easier than ever! Pju-tnering 
with The Swords Facebook account, the newspaper can now be followed on Twitter 
(CSPnewsupdater). Not only are Twitter updates available online, but the Sword tweet 
feed is now being constantly streamed on television through CSP chaimel six. 
These social networking tools are great for learning about developing stories and giving 
people a place to inform us on leads. I want to encourage everyone to use these resources. 
The Sword office is in the tunnel next to the Writing Center. Come stop by and talk 
to the staff—we want to hear opinions. It is the public that can help guide us on the 
right path, as the paper continues to grow 
and develop. Whether it is face-to-face or 
online, let us know what we need to do to 
better cater to the student body—^you! 
Speaking on behalf of the entire staff, we 
hope everyone enjoys this publication. 
Stephen Lybeck 
Editor-in-Chief, The Sword 
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Meet your new 'Sword' Editors 
I'm Stephen Lybeck, your new Editor-in-Chief. 
I'm a senior English major. Bora and raised 
here in Saint Paul, I really enjoy the outdooi^  
and hanging wift my family. Even though I 
am from the city, nothing teats being out on 
a lake casting for bass with my brother. As a 
huge Twins and Vikings fan, if I miss a game, 
Spomcmtcr is filling me in. 
My name is Gonkama Johnson and I'm from 
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota. I'm a senior 
Psychology major with a writing minor. This 
year I am editing the News Section of TTte Smni, 
I love to make music and perform. Readii^  is 
nice. I bate microwave food. 1 am a good listener. 
Need any more info? Just come talk to me! 
I'm Savannah Nolen. Fm a junior, and I'm ma­
joring in writing and Communications. I play 
on the CSP soccer team, am a student leader of 
the Communications Qub, a member of the 
Student Athlete Committee, and the Arts & Va­
riety Editor for T%e Sword. 
Hello people of Concordia, I will be editing 
the Sports section this year. I am involved 
with multiple intramurals at Concordia as well 
as the captain of the CU track and field team. 
I am a writing major and I enjoy all types of 
creative writing, I am from Minneapolis, I 
am nominated for "Man of the Year' by Vy^ahl 
trimmers. 1 can dunk a basketball, and 1 am 
friends with Jimmy Carter, My favorite food is 
pizza and my modeling career was ended early 
when 1 was bit in the face by a dog when I was 
three years old. 
My name is Briar-Rose Jacobson and I am a 
3"  ^year senior from Los Angeles, California. 
I am a PoHtical Communications Major 
and a Writing Communication Minor. I'm a 
student leader for the Communications Club, 
a student worker in the Campus Bookstore 
and the Staff Photographer for TTte Sword. 1 
enjoy singing, dancing, and baking. 
I'm Heather Huckstadt and I'm a junior from 
Bloomington, Illinois. I am double majoring 
in Spanish and Sociology in order to pursue a 
career in social work. I am a student worker 
in the CALL Center, a Spanish Tutor, and 
Layout Editor for The Sw&rd, In my spare time 
I like to volunteer and travel. 
r 
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Exploring the World: CSP offers service, study abrood trips for 2010-2011 Academic Year 
By Victoria Vosterling 
From the studying in the "City of Eternal Springs," 
Cuernavacaj Mexico, to learning the history of China, 
to helping others in need in Nicaragua, there are many 
opportunities for students at CSP to dip their hands into. 
Off-campus programs are run out of the CALL Center 
(Community Action, Leadership and Learning Center) 
and students can visit the center for more information 
on trips or how to apply. One student, Adam Myers, 
has participated in trips to Jamaica, Guatemala, and 
Nicaragua (the latter of the two being through Concordia 
University). Myers says "Personally, the relationships 
that I have formed, especially in Nicaragua, will be life­
long." Professor Eric Dregni, who is leading the trip to 
Cuernavaca, Mexico this January adongside Professor 
Justin Fleming, says that students do not only get to 
learn about travel writing and Spanish (which are the 
classes that students who participate will receive four 
credits for), but they will also get to immerse themselves 
in the culture of the people of Cuernavaca. 
According to Professor Dregni, the most enriching part 
of the trip is the culture that is aE around in Mexico. Being 
amidst this culture enriches students' learning and mind 
in a way that they could not have imagined. President 
Hoist adds that if students are learning something in 
the classroom, they may remember, but if they are 
experiencing it for themselves and can see or touch it, it 
will stay with them for the rest of their lives. Myers says 
that in his opinion, trips to other places help students by 
"build[ing] a dimension to their education that forces 
them to put their personal needs aside, while gaining a 
grasp of what 'need* really looks like, and where true joy 
and fulfillment comes from—namely a relationship with 
Jesus Christ and community with other believers." 
Abroad Trips 
Many of CSP's study abroad trips can be taken 
for credit. For any information on this, students 
should e-mail Kelly Matthias (Matthias^scsp-edu). or 
whichever professor is in charge of the trip they are 
Ian Bartling ond Emily Folkert hod the opportunity to shore music with children on lost yeor's Nicaragua service trip. 
(Photo courtesy of Amanda Jocobsen) 
Anna Fink had the opportunity to visity the Garden of 
Gethsemene with Drs. Mark ond Rhoda Schuler during 
lost year's Israel trip. (Photo courtesy of Anna Fink) 
interested in. Academic trips can often be built into 
your semester's tution so a student may be able to use 
part of the scholarships or loans they receive to help 
cover the costs. The academic trips that are being taken 
this year are to China, Cuernavaca, Israel, and France. 
China: The trip will cost between $3,500-$3,700, which 
will include airfare and ground transportation, all site 
fees, hotel and some meals. Students wishing to take this 
trip for aedit can register for HMG 255. This is a four 
credit course called History and Culture of China, where 
students will learn about the different aspects of China 
while being among its people. Contact Lee Pao Xiong, 
651-641-8870 or Xiong@,csp.edu. for further questions. 
Cnernavacaf Mexico: This is an experience for students 
that helps them to learn all about Mexican history and 
culture, as well as learning about the Spanish language 
(2 Spanish credits will be given to students on the trip). 
Along with all of this, the trip is also worth 2 credits in 
Travel Writing. The trip is taken down to the Augsburg 
Campus in Cuernavaca, which is where students will 
be staying for the majority of their trip. They will also 
be staying with families in Cuernavaca for two nights. 
Professor Dregni says that this is the "most important 
part of the experience, because it is challenging but you 
can see how they live." Dregni also says that students 
will get to see a different side of Mexico, one that is 
far from most Americans' misconceptions about what 
Mexico is like. Contact Professor Drengi (Dregni@,csp. 
edul or Professor Fleming (fleming@csp,.edtt)) for more 
information. This trip costs $1830 plus airfare. 
Israel: This year's trip to Israel, led in July by Dr. Mark 
Schuler, and is primarily an excavation dig trip. After 
the first week of the dig students will be able to join 
Dr. Schuler for a tour of Jerusalem and Bethlehem. 
The excavation part of the project is rigorous work aq i^ 
requires that those participating be in excellent health 
to be able to do the hard work in the dig. For more 
information contact Dr. Schuler at schuler(^csp.edu. 
Service Trips 
Service trips are trips students take to work 
alongside others in community development initiatives. 
Fundraising is highly encouraged and trip leaders will 
lead each group in efforts to fondraise the majority of the 
trips expenses. Students need to be signed up for these 
trips by September 29,2010. A down payment fee of $75 
is due on the third Tuesday in October for all trips. This 
is a sign of commitment to the program and will not be 
refunded past December 1, 2010. Concordia's service 
trips for 2010-2011 include Chicago, Nicaragua, Haiti, 
and Florida. All service trip participants are selected 
through an anonymous essay application by the trip's 
student leaders. This year's service trip kick-off event 
is on 10/10/10 and begins at 8:30 pm in the BEC—aU. 
students selected on a trip should pl^  to attend. 
Chicago; The Chicago trip will focus on homelessness 
and urban situations. There will be a variety of service in 
meiny different locations/areas such as youth, homeless 
shelters, soup kitchens, etc. 
Nicaragua: This trip is about a variety of things such as 
helping a small rural village in the mountains outside 
of Leon, ruiming kids programs (including sports days, 
Bible studies, etc), to agriculture, to education. 
Haiti; On the Haiti trip the group will have the 
opportunity to work with kids in an orphanage, put on 
day campus for youth, and help in a school. 
Mystery Location; This trip is based on environmental 
issues, and students will be working in the state and 
national park system. 
For any fixrther information about service trips or 
any of the other trips above contact Kelly Matthias at 
Matthias@csp,edu, or visit the CALL Center's website 
at www.csp.edu/study-abroad. 
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The NewBlackboard Program: 
Easy to Use, and Fun to Peruse 
By T.G. Schoenberg 
New to Concor5ia this year is the Blackboard program. 
Now before you start worrying about inhaling chalk 
fumes, you should know that Blackboard is electronic; 
it is replacing the WebCT program Concordia has used 
for years now. 
The two programs are very similar for a very simple 
reason: Blackboard owns WebCT. Back in 2005, 
Blackboard purchased the WebCT program, and the 
reluctance of some schools has kept WebCT up and 
ruiming. 
Blackboard is a great program because it is loaded 
with usefijl tools for students and all of them are very 
easy to use. With just a few cUcks, students can easily 
access each of their classes, including the syllabus, dass 
Power Points, discussion boards, and anjrthing else they 
might need to stay on top of their work. 
On the top corner of the Blackboard page is the 
"Tools" section. Located here is an easy-to-use calendar 
feature, which is very similar to the one used in Gmail. 
In addition, there is a contacts list (very useful for small 
group work), a task list (for staying on top of your 
homework), and a "My Grades" tab (whose function 
is pretty obvious). 
Although each of these features is meant to be 
extremely accessible to students, some may still find 
them to be troublesome to figure out. If that is the 
case, there is a tab on the lower right comer of the page 
labeled "On Demand Help and Learning Catalog". 
Once this page opens, there is a link on the top right 
labeled "Students". After you arrive here, you will 
find helpful videos that show you how to use each of 
Blackboard's features. 
Change is nothing to be afraid of. For those of 
you out there who are scared of the transition from 
WebCT to Blackboard, fear not.' WebCT is still in 
operation, although most professors have switched over 
already. After a few minutes of recreational use with 
Blackboard, however, you will probably find yourself to 
be a Bl&ckboard black belt. 
Swiping into the future 
Identification cards get a new look 
By William lange 
According to an 
interview with Kaysee 
Nesmoe, Card Services' 
Student Worker, the 
new ID cards come 
along with a new card 
system, creating a more 
effident way to update 
the database. The new 
design came from a 
group of staff members 
and a student. If you 
lose your card, the help 
desk will charge a $25 
replacement fee  ^ If 
your card breaks, save 
the pieces and it will be 
replaced for free. 
Comet 
Bear 
ft  PTT .  
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Concordia's Eighth President talks retirement 
What does President Hoist plan to do with his last remaining months? 
By Shon Haostrup 
In July 2010, as some may know. President 
Hoist, Concordia's eighth president, officially 
announced his plans to retire at the end of 
this school year. He was happy to sit down 
and talk about his state of mind. "You have 
to have the flexibility to know not everjrthing's 
going to work out the way you want it to, and 
you have to have the understanding of the past 
so people can come with you. You can't be a 
leader without followers. And to me a leader 
should serve for the welfare of the people. Here 
obviously, the student welfare is paramount," 
he explains. 
President Hoist has been president at 
Concordia for nineteen years. He was 
anonymously nominated while he was 
teaching at the Irvine, California branch. He 
comphed with the president interview process, 
not taking it completely serious, just speaking 
out on what he believed about education. 
"I figured there were better people than I," he 
said."I knew the other people being considered 
and I thought they were all bettd- than I. So 
I don't know why they chose me," he said 
with a chuckle. The modest man continued 
to speak and answer questions as we talked 
about his wondrous and interesting career and 
life, though he did break once from his general 
mood, before we moved on to his retirement. 
When asked what were his crowning 
achievements at Concordia, he paused, 
contemplating, and said, "My crowning 
achievement is lots of students have graduated, 
lots of students have gotten a good education, 
that's it, simple as that," his voice dropped. "I'm 
proud, I didn't teach them myself... it gets me 
teary eyed when I think about all the students that have 
graduated. I don't know if it's my achievement," he 
smiled. "Yeah, that's the only thing that really counts, 
everything else is calisthenics", he laughed. 
We then talk about his enjoyments and disappointments, 
from the people he has met (staff, faculty, governors 
etc.) to not being able to follow through people's great 
Ideas because the funds just aren't there for certain 
projects or for more scholarships. 
"The physical challenges are the most painful," he 
said. He goes on to say that he has to still think in the 
box as well though. 
We moved on to retirement, with the simple question 
of why and how it felt to be stepping down after it 
seemed President Hoist had seen it dl; President Hoist 
was here when Concordia St. Paul made the transition 
from a college to a university. He gave a few reasons: 
"not getting any yoimger...I think it's a good time for 
a transition; the institution is strong now...it's sort of 
intangible.. .my wife's getting on my case, thinks I work 
too hard." He then answered the latter question. He 
started by responding that he didn't really know what 
it was going to be like until he has left but stated this 
".. .but I don't want people to say 'oh he checked out in 
March,' I've been using the old metaphor of the relay 
race... you want the hand off to be smooth, you want 
the runner coming in going full blast and the other guy 
Concordia St. Poul Prsident 
Robert Hoist (Photo by Briar-Rose Jacobson) 
goin' fiill blast too. So, when I hand off the baton I 
want to go full blast too." He continues talking about 
his mixed feelings of joy and sadness, and not tripping 
up the next President. He concludes his answers with 
this, "it's a good faculty, it's a good staff, good board 
of regents, and good student body, they really don't 
need me, you change coaches. It's just a part of life. I 
think the school is strong. It won't miss me long, I'm 
confident in that." 
We drew to a close by talking about his future 
retirement. President Hoist has many plans to travel, 
doing book revisions, arid wood working, those only 
being few of his many things. He said that he will 
continue to attend extra-curricular activities, but 
anything major involving Concordia they would have 
to come to him first with an offer. He stressed that he 
doesn't want to meddle and just wants to watch, no 
matter what is happening. When he's done he's done. 
"Changes are hard for people, and the unknown 
is often hard for people. There may be some worry 
out there about what's coming, there might be some 
joy too- finally this guy's gone. This is not a time for 
students to be afraid. Concordia is strong and they'll 
get a good president...we're caught in change all the 
time and this is another change.. .but if there is any fear 
out there with the change, don't be afraid. It's gonna be 
good," he smiled, "probably an even better president." 
He laughed, ending with these words. 
r 
CSP ralebnrt*!! vtlernRs with a {log football gomo on SefMonbor 11. (Photo by Briar-Rose Jotobson) 
Remembering those who died by honoring those who fight 
CSP celebrates current and veteran personnel on 9/11 
By JMMRa JohiuiOR 
Concordia University marked the ninth 
anniversary of the Twin Tower and Pentagon 
attacks, on Saturday, September eleventh by hosting 
a military appreciation event. The day started with 
a military footiball scrimmage, proceeded to a fly­
over following the national anthem, and concluded 
with a ceremony and saber twirling during half time. 
Things kicked off with a lively flag football game in Sea 
Foam Stadium. The co-ed teams were made up of current 
and veteran military personnel. Many family members 
showed up to support their loved ones, and it was a very 
friendly environment. The participants greatly enjoyed 
themselves, and many are already tiiinking about 
next year. The scrimmage was followed by a cookout 
for the members of the military and their families. 
In addition to the saimmage and the cookout, 
members of the military and their families got into 
the football game, between CU Golden Bears and St. 
Cloud State, for free, as a part of military appreciation 
day. The national anthem was sung with Ae added 
surprise of fireworks going off to represent the rockets 
and bombs. Following the anthem, four military planes 
did a flyover. At halftime, the festivities continued with 
a salute to the mihtary. There was a ceremony for a 
veteran student of Concordia University St Paul, Shaun 
Cunningham. Through the yellow ribbon program, 
he will be attending Concordia tuition free. He was 
presented the award with his wife and two daughters. 
There was then a saber twirling program by members 
of the University of Minnesota ROTC program, 
"It was an admissions idea," Donnay Green, a leader 
of the event, explained, "just based on the number of 
veterans that we have, students who have come in fresh on 
leave from the military, and just military famihes." This 
was the second annual military appreciation day, and 
the university plans to continue this ewnt into the future. 
The reactions from the veterans have been 
overwhelmingly positive. Mike Buchert, who retired 
from the United States Navy E-6 rank after serving 
24 years, said, "1 think it's awesome. You guys did a 
wonderful job last year; you did a wonderful job this 
year," he continued, "I hope here in about twenty 
years you'll have a senior citizen bowl for somebody 
like me." Ensign Joseph Buhain, a professor here at 
Concordia, added, "It's outstanding. We're playing 
for the guys who aren't going to be around.'* Sergeant 
Amanda Mcgregor of the 13th Psychological 
Operations Battalion commented on having this 
event on the anniversary 9/11; "I think that in ^he 
nine years since it happened we've already started to, 
not necessarily forget, but it's not quite in our hearts 
as much as I think it should be. I think (military 
appreciation day) is a really good thing especially 
with veterans celebrating it and families here." 
"Tlie reason why we started this event," Green 
disclosed, "was just to show our appreciation, not 
just for our students, but for the St. Paul area... 
the veterans that we have out here...There's a lot 
of people who come from all over just to partake 
in this event, some of the people even from out of 
state." Twenty-five veterans participated in the 
scrimmage and over 135 military personnel, veterans, 
and family attended the football game, Concordia 
University is planning on continuing military 
appreciation day for many years into the future. 
A couple of veterans discussed their opinions about 
some key issues of today. Mike Buchert explained 
his view of the proposed Koran burning in Florida. 
"I believe in the first amendment rights...! just think 
there is a better way of handluig how you feel about 
sombody's particular religion," he continued, "I'm 
glad he did the right thing...If he would have burnt it, 
there would have been repercussions, but I still believe 
in the first amendment rights. That's what we die and 
fight for, for that constitution." Servant Amanda 
Mcgregor explained how she felt about how much 
information should be shared with the public, "Our 
nation is definitely controlled by the media, in a lot of 
ways, and I think we need to be careful about taking 
everything for face value...1 encourage people to 
push past what they see on the daily news, and really 
research and try to learn as much as they can. A great 
way to really find out what's going on for real is ask a 
veteran....Other than that, I think that the American 
people have a right to know in at least some sort of 
general sense...what we're doing around the world. 
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America Now, Nine Years 
After September 11 
By C. Cody Wilcoxson 
It has been nine years since the world stopped 
and stared at the single-greatest civilian tragedy in 
United States history, ;^t milUons of Americans can 
remember where they were when they heard about 
the attacks unfolding. Many of those people watched 
live on television as United Airlines Flight 175 crashed 
into the south tower of the World Trade Center. They 
are images seared into the minds of our citizens and 
forever in our history books. 19 extremists took the lives 
of 2,977 victims, from over 70 different countries. The 
death toll that day included 411 emergency workers 
that responded to the various sites of the attacks, and 
died saving the lives of others. People became heroes 
that day. Husbands, wives, fathers, mothers, brothers, 
sisters, sons, and daughter's lives were tragically taken 
away that day, and the world will never foi^et. 
But how do Americans view the attacks today? 
Just days after the attacks former President George W. 
Bush's approval rating was over 90%, and remained 
that high for months, but when he left office in January 
of 2009, his 28% approval rating was the second lowest 
in history, only better than that of Richard Nixon. 
When the United States declared war on terrorism, 
and sent troops to the Middle East, people cheered and 
felt a sense of pride, but when President Barack Obama 
declared the official end of military actira in Iraq on 
August 31, 2010 people sighed relief and accepted 
neither victory nor defeat. 
A common theme among Americans in the years since 
the tragedy is to come up with conspiracy's revolving 
around the events of that day. Many people believe that 
the government knew about the attacks ahead of time 
and did not stop them, and many others believe that 
the United States government was actually behind the 
attacks. In a poll conducted by www.worldopinionpoll. 
org in 2008, only 46% of Americans polled believe that al-
Qaida is responsible for the September 11,2001 attacks, 
while 15% of Americans believe in the conspiracy that 
the United States government was behind it. 
The most prominent and frequent conspiracy theory 
involves the collapse of (he three major buildings at 
the World Trade Center. Everyone watched as both 
World Trade Center Towers One and Two collapsed, 
but hours later World Trade Center Building Seven also 
collapsed, even though it was not struck by a plane. 
Conspiracy theorists believe that all three buildings 
of the World Trade Center collapsed not because of 
structural weakening from the jet-fueled fire, but from 
previously implanted explosives inside the building. 
Other conspiracy theorists believe that the Pentagon was 
hit by a missile rather than American AirUnes Flight 77. 
These theories are based on many things, some 
people claim scientific evidence to back up their 
statements, others find their theories in circumstantial 
evidence. Regardless of what people believe, thousands 
of innocent lives were deliberately taken that morning. 
No matter who was behind the attacks, at 8:46 AM 
EST on September 11, 2001, the United States and the 
rest of the free world changed forever. 
We live in a world of excessively long airport security 
lines, PATRIOT Act invasions of privacy, and constant 
state of fear following that fateful morning. So how 
has American changed in the nine years since the 
attacks? America has lost its faith in its Presidents, its 
government, its security, and its power. 
~f| 
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Concordia looks to End a Social Silence: against Women 
Recently-formed committee aims to raise awareness about the abuse of women-—week-long campus activities 
By Stephen Lybeck 
The new "Promote Human Dignity" 
(PHD) committee is hosting End Violence 
Against Women—& week of activities 
to increase awareness about violence 
towards women to the Concordia 
commimity. 
Corresponding with National Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month, the four-
day event will run from October 18-21. 
The events will vary daily and examine 
the issue on global, national, local, and 
personal levels. 
The committee is truly the first of its 
kind at Concordia, as the university has 
never had a formal group to discuss and 
run events for appropriate relationship 
boundaries. This includes male/female 
abuse problems. Daniel Hess, the 
director of counseling services and the 
chair of PHD, said, "Concordia is not an 
island in a community. What happens in 
greater society happens at Concordia." 
Teaming wiA the Convocation 
series, the committee is bringing Jim 
McDonough, the Police Commissioner 
of East Saint Paul, to speak about the 
violence against women. McDonough 
has spoken numerous times about the 
topic, as he consistently promotes that 
the collaboration of men and women is 
the strongest approach to tackling this 
serious problem in society. 
There will be many interactive events 
on campus throughout the week. White 
ribbons will be distributed in the tunnel 
to those that pledge to be part of the 
solution. Online pledges will be directly 
sent to Congress in support of the 
International Violence Against Women 
Act. Also, all members of the Concordia 
community that have experienced abuse 
in some way will have the opportonity to 
anonymously write their stories on shirts 
to be displayed throughout the week. 
Consisting mostly of staff and faculty, 
PHD was formed through Smdent 
Life and Student Services with Daniel 
Hess and Melissa Fletcher, Director 
of Disability Services. Last spring, the 
two discussed the possibihty of creating 
activities on campus to address issues 
of social justice. An immediate positive 
response from Concordia staff led to the 
committee's speedy formation. 
However, the committee has made it 
clear that they need student involvement 
to flourish. "It is something that needs 
to happen for this to really grow and 
develop on campus," said Theresa 
FitzPatrick. As an English professor, 
FitzPatrick has organized a short 
essay and poetry reading event. All 
anonymous works, the literature will be 
read by select student volunteers in the 
Pearson Commons. 
The committee wants to raise 
awareness that this event is about 
improving the community, and not 
an attack on men in society. The week 
is meant to promote "thoughtfixl and 
informed hving," and for "enlightened 
care of God's creation," as it says in the 
mission statement. "This is not about 
male-bashing," said Hess. 
Due to the events publicity, PHD has 
been formally endorsed by Minnesota's 
Men's Action Network (MAN). MN 
MAN is an organization composed of 
caring men addressing issues in society. 
It began in the early 1990's as a response 
to a series of murders in the Duluth 
community. Their mission statement: T& 
foster and develop peacemakers through 
modeling, mentoring, storjrtelling 
and dialogue. The organization is 
providing internship and other volimteer 
opportunities to the university. 
Carrying the theme "Not Silent, 
Not Violent," President Hoist wiU be 
receiving a proclamation to officially 
open the End Violence Against Women 
week from Mayor Coleman's office. "This 
is an issue that requires collaboration 
between caring men and women to work 
together to name and address and end 
this problem," said Hess. 
STOP 
VIOLENCE 
AGAINST 
WOHEN 
Follow the Sword on 
@ CSPnewsupdater 
NEED YOUR NEV\SPAPERS PUBUSHED? 
LILLIE SUBURBAN 
NEWSPAPERS, INC. 
Wpmiy OwiNBEO Fc« 70 YEARS AJND Snu. Qfomng 
2515 E. AVENUE 
NORTH ST. PAUL, MN 55109 
(651)777-8800 
WWW.YLUENEWS.COM 
Make Your Voice Heard! 
Concordia is choosing a new 
president soon, and the 
marketing students want your 
opinions on what the next 
president should be like. 
Look for an email with the 
survey soon! 
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Seeking a Fourth Ti 
THe SWORD 
: Volleyball Struggles to Remain Perfect 
By Phil Barlow 
The Golden Bears' Volleyball season did not start out the way Concordia has gotten used to 
these past .years, with early, uncharacteristic losses. The first loss snapped their NCAA Division 
n record 75 consecutive victories. Their unbeaten streak against ranked opponents ended against 
Wayne State in their seventh match of the season. 
The expectations for this season are higher than ever despite the early losses. The Bears are 
seeking their fourth consecutive National Championship. However, they attempt to go for num­
ber four without two key players, who both played crucial roles in their first three titles. 
Replacing Maggie McNamaira and Meiry Slinger will be a tough task; Maggie was a two time 
AVCA Player of the year and Mary was an AVCA All American last season. Replacing Maggie 
at setter will be fireshmen, Amanda Konetchy and Kayla Koenecke. Senior Krista Erickson and 
Junior Taylor Fieldsted aire set to replace'Slinger at the Libero position. 
Two key returners axe AVCA preseason player of the yeair Emily Palkert, and Megan Carlson, 
who was a second team AVCA AU American last season in her first season as a Golden Bear. 
Palkert has been a force in her three years as a Bear, an AVCA All American each of the last two 
seasons, as well as AVCA Freshman of the year. 
Guiding the Bears in the quest for their fourth title is Brady Starkey who is entering his eighth 
season as head coach. In his seven years as coach, the Bears have captured seven consecutive 
NSIC titles and three National Championships. With his guidance and the talented crop of fresh-
mam and veterans the Bears should be right on their way to a four-peat. 
Come support your Bears as they take on the Saint Cloud State Huskies October 2 for Home­
coming. 
Freshman Amanda Konetchy sets the hall (above leh), the team discusses their strategy (above right). (Photos courtesy of Kara Pioske) 
Golden Bear Soccer Preview 
Embracing Their Underdog Role 
By Aaron Krason 
The 2010 Golden Bear soccer season is in frill swing. 
This year's team is led by senior captains Sara Sather 
and Kari Janes. The Golden Bears are returning several 
integral pieces of last year's team, which include, soph­
omore forward Arielle Stimson, who tied Concordia's 
single season record for goals last season as a freshman. 
Also retm-ning, are two key defensive stand outs, sopho­
more Kim Sauberlich and junior Lauren Hoof It will 
be exciting to watch these two returning starters use the 
game experience they have accumulated in previous 
seasons to solidify the team's defensive front. 
Coming into the season, the team set several lofty 
goals. The team's main goal is to host a playoff game. 
For that to happen, the team will have to place some­
where in the top four teams of the conference. If the 
team is able to secure a spot in the top four, it would be 
viewed as a huge surprise to the rest of the NSIC. This 
year's squad was picked to finish tenth in conference 
play. This relatively low ranking is being embraced by 
Sather, who likes being the underdog. She feels, "[We] 
are a team that is often overlooked by other teams in 
our conference. A low preseason ranking gives us the 
opportunity to compete for the upset and to work for 
the unexpected win." Sather also stressed how she 
doesn't believe that the ranking is indicative of how 
much potential this team has and that those predictions 
didn't define them as a team. 
This year's team only has four seniors, and the rest of the 
roster is dominated by underclassmen. While some people 
may perceive this as a weakness, Sather on the other hand, 
views it as one of their strengths. She beUeves that this in­
flux of youth has "brought a renewed energy to practice and 
games." Their lack of experience doesn't necessarily trans­
late to lack of abihty. All of the freshmen have brought a 
unique element to the team, which makes them better as a 
whole. Sather went on to describe her new teammates as 
being "hard workers, scraj^y, and just plain good." 
Despite their youth, this year's team is looking for­
ward to the upcoming challenges they will face this sea­
son. They got off to a great start in their home debut 
with a victory against Northwestern University. Look 
for the team to carry over the momentum from this vic­
tory to the rest of this season. 
This year's Homecoming game will be played on 
October 2nd, against Bemidji State. In their only meet­
ing last season, the Beavers shut out the Bears 2-0. The 
six ranked Beavers have gotten off to a hot start mak­
ing for a good match up. One of the keys to a Golden 
Bear victory will be to neutralize returning all confer­
ence forward Ashlee Ellefsen. This grudge match will 
be one that you won't want to miss. Do yourself a favor 
and show up early so you can get a good seat! The 
Golden Bears are currently (4-3-1) (3-1) NSIC. 
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Football Team Kicked off Their Season With First Win at SeaFoam 
Keys to Carrying on The Success for the Rest of the Season 
By William Lange 
Coming into the season, Concordia's football team 
welcomed back 62 returners and brought in 45 fresh­
men and transfers. Key returners include; wide receiv­
ers, Calvio Simon and Zach Hovey, running backs Sam 
Campbell and Jerry Shaw, Quarteiback Spencer Ohm, 
All-Conference tight end, Hayden Vavra, offensive line­
men, Tyler Hendrickson, Aaron Krason, and Dean 
Bauers. This veteran offensive squad proved that they 
were more than able to move the ball, amounting 709 
yards of total offense in their first two games. 
On the defensive side of the ball, linebackers Trevor 
Glomski and Tyler Johnson and defensive backs Jay 
McCalope and Travis Meyer are the enforcers on the 
secondary. The defensive line is headed up by Orien 
Facion and David Webster. The defense is smaller this 
year than last year so they will have to rely on their 
quickness to shut down opponents. 
The Golden Bears have filled the shoes of former 
receiver Jordan Schultenover with Charles Gilbert. Re­
placing defensive lineman and anchor Donny Severs 
will be a tough task. Injured D-lineman John Borchert 
will cause defensive coordinator Oliver Soukup to shuf­
fle around players until he gets the right mesh. 
The Golden Bears will be hosting the Augustana Vi­
kings for the 2010 Homecoming October 2nd. Last year 
the Bears lost a close game to Augustana 23-30. The 
Bears started the game 0-14 but tied it up 20-20 at the 
end of the 3rd. The Bears were clicking on both sides 
of the ball but couldn't rally again to defeat the Vikings. 
Spencer Ohm will look to torch the Viking defense with 
his golden arm and his whirlwind spin moves! If the 
defense can stop the run and not get burned on the deep 
ball, the Bears should be able to get the second win at 
SeaFoam Stadium. 
Steven King's long range kicking and Jeremy Ran-
dle's untapped explosiveness might prove to be the dif­
ference against Augustana on Homecoming. 
Jay Moten Runs Down the Field with the Boll (Photo by Briar-
Rose Jacobson) 
The Golden Beors ran out at the start of • fpwM. (3-1) (J-1) NSIC Sooth. (Photo by Briar-Rote Jacobson) 
Athlete Spotlight 
By Savannah Nolen 
Coming off of a losing season in 2009, the foot­
ball team is in frill force to create a winning seaison 
this year. In order to accomplish their goals, their 
captains for the 2010 season, Trevor Glomski, Travis 
Meyer, Calvin Simon and Hayden Vavra will be es­
sential ingredients to the football team. 
Trevor Glomski, a senior defensive linebacker, 
was named 2010 Preseason All-NSIC player to 
watch by JBSScouting.com. In the 2009 season, 
he was named All-NSIC South Division Second 
Team linebacker by finishing his season as NSIC's 
13th leading tackier. Glomski is a transfer student 
from Rochester Community and Technical College, 
where he helped earn a NJCAA Division III cham­
pionship. He also earned honors as an NJCAA 
All-America Second Team, Conference Defensive 
Player of the Year, All-MCAC First team, and All-
Region 13 Selection. Vavra says about Glomski, 
"He is just a stud. He brings so much to the defense 
every single game, every practice. Whether it be his 
leadership, or his toughness." Glomski finds his in­
spiration from his family, noting that, "My family, 
especially my grandma, are what's most important 
to me." 
Travis Meyer, a senior defensive back who was 
previously a captain in the 2009 season, is Coming off 
of an injury from last year. Meyer was formerly named 
NSIC All-Academic Team and in the 2008 season was 
Concordia's leading returner in tackles. Meyer fin­
ished fifth on the team in tackles for the season, and 
had nine passes defended to tie for second on the de­
fense. "My goal for this season is to change the way 
the rest of the conference views our program," Meyers 
noted. "I do anything for the younger guys, and make 
sure the attitude on our team stays the same whether 
it's a good day or bad." 
Calvin Simon, senior wide receiver, ranks sixth 
in career receptions, fourth in career receiving yards, 
and seventh in career receiving touchdowns. Simon 
also holds the single game record with four receiv­
ing touchdowns and is tied for NCAA Division 11 
record long reception of 99 yards. Vavra describes 
Simon as "One of the top two receivers we have ever 
had at Concordia." Simon says, "All of the captains 
bring a shared passion to be successfiil and have a 
strong work ethic." Simon's desire to succeed is obvi­
ous noting that he brings, "strong work ethic and a 
sound knowledge of the game" as .a captain. 
Hayden Vavra, another two-year captain aind se­
nior tight end, was 2010 Preseason All-NSIC First 
Team. In 2009, Vavra weis Don Hansen's Football 
Gazette All-Region 3 Third Team tight end, NSIC 
AU-Academic, and is desaibed as "among the most 
inteUigent footbaU players in the program" on the 
CU Golden Bears website. Vavra finds it important 
to, "Set the right example and making sure to be pos­
itive even when things aren't going our way." Vavra 
says of the captains, "We bring a lot of experience 
to them and we just mesh weU together. We aU share 
the same common goal of winning and that's aU that 
matters this year." 
The tdent these four student athletes possess is 
undeniable, but it is their shared attitudes on and 
off the field that makes them commendable lead­
ers. They have home games October 2 (Homecom­
ing), 9,23 and November 6 so be sure to support the 
Golden Bears at these games. 
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Cross-Country Hits tlie Ground Running 
This Autumn, CU Records WiU Fall 
By T.G. Schoenberg 
Concordia's cross country squad put on a strong performance September 11 at the Ail-
American Invite. Driving down to Luther College in Decorah, Iowa, the team expected to have 
a good showing, and they did just that. Every one of the nine rimners who participated set a 
new CU record, recorded a personal best time, or accomplished both feate. 
In the women's bracket, Katie Monahan and Becca Richter finished neck and neck at the 
fiaiish line of the 5k run, clocking in at 20:39. Both set a new CU record for the current 
Luther _ course and Richter managed a personal best time. 
For the men's team, senior Jake Womeldorf finished the four 
mile race with a time of 22:02, the second-fastest four mile time 
in CU history. Travis Wagers, a junior, finished with a personal-
best time of 22:33, the second fastest four mile run by a junior 
in CU history. 
Also recording personal best times were Matt Eicheldinger, 
Daniel Herbert, and Chris Kotlarek, who finished in 23:00, 
23:04, and 28:32 respectively. Meanwhile, Jeff McClain and 
Jonathan Erber finished with personal best times of 25:29 
and 26:50 in the men's four mile run. 
Having fmished in the top ten at the meet, Concordia looks 
ahead to the St. Olaf Invitational at St. Olaf College in 
Northfield, Minn. GO GOLDEN BEARS!! 
Freshman Becca Richter managed a personal best time 
at the luther course on September 11. (Photo courtesy 
of Travis Wagers) 
Let's Get Ready for Some 
Intramural Football! 
By Kevin Jose 
It's that time of year again. The intramural footbaU season has 
kicked off. With six teams in the league this year it is expected to 
be a pretty good fight to see who comes out on top. 
Adam Myers, the league's commissioner, comments "this is the 
largest intramural footi?all interest that we have had so far, so that 
is good to see." 
The six teams include CSP United, The Mafia, 4th and Long, 
Golden Pepperz, Machete, and the no-name squad 
"Each team must have at least two girls on the field along with 
four other players. Aside fi'om that all players must be students, 
alumni or staff," explains Myers. 
Each team will play one game per week totaling four weeks of 
games with the 5th week being the championship game. Scoring 
consists of any touchdown scored by a male member of the team 
is worth four points. If a female contributes to a touchdown it is 
worth seven points. Also a safety is worth two pointe. 
The key matchup this season will be Will Lange's team taking 
on Bobby Lowery's team. Lange's-team consists of several track 
members that will combine for a blast of speed on the field. Low­
ery's team on the other hand, is more experienced, playing with 
mostiy washed up«football players. This is looking to be an exciting 
season of intramural football. Are you ready for some football? 
Women's Golf Teeing Off 2010 
By C. Cody Wilcoxson 
The women's team had an outstanding year in 2009-10, finishing 5th place in the 
Central Regional Tournament in Lake City, Minn, just seven strokes out of quahfy-
ing for the NCAA National Championship Tournament. 
Coach Higgins had this to say about the women for 2010-11, "I'm excited to start 
the year... I know die girls are excited to get going also. We were a little disappointed 
by our finish at the regional tournament last spring. I think that motivated the re­
turners over the summer. We lost some great kids fi'om last year, but we have a great 
group of girls returning and a very promising group of fireshman." " 
The team wiU look to seniors Molly Noser and feytie Spangjer and returning first 
team All-NSIC performer Laura Petterson. 
Higgins keyed on Noser saying, "Molly will be one of our leadere this year. She 
is a senior and a four year starter and has gained valuable experience every year! I 
expect her to be one of the top players in our conference. She has put in a lot of work 
this summer and her swing is looking really good. She has a ton of talent and I'm 
excited to watch her play this year." 
Higgins has high hopes for Petterson, who after being named First-Team All-
Conference as a fireshman, continued to aaft her game in the off-season, Higgins said 
this of Peterson, "Laura stepped in last year as a fireshman and made an immediate 
impact on our team and in our conference. Laura is a natural leader She leads by 
example on the course and off the course. She was voted First-Team All-Conference 
and made the All-tournament team at o\w conference championships this past year. 
She has a year of experience now and I know she has high expectations for herself 
and this team. I expect her to be one of the best players in our conference and region 
again this year!" 
The ladies started the 2010-11 season with back to back second place finishes at 
events in New Ulm, Minn, and Sioux Falls, S.D. The events will build up to the NSIC 
Fall Championships Oct. 9-10 in St. Paul, Minn. 
Higgins finished with, "The goal of tiiis team is to make it back to tiie national 
championships but before that can happen, we need to take care of business at every 
tournament!" 
Driving Back to Regionals 
Men's Golf Team Looks to Make a Return Trip to the NCAA 
Regionals in 2010 
By C. Cody Wilcoxson 
The Concordia University men and women's golf teams are swinging their way 
into the 2010-11 season. Both the-men and the women start the year with a fall 
season, before the grueling stretch of tournaments in the spring that lead up to die 
NCAA regional and NCAA national championships in May. Both teams are poised 
to make repeat trips to the NCAA post-season. 
2009-10 was the best year in men's program history. The team qualified for their 
first ever NCAA Central/West Regional Tournament, where five players competed 
in Palm Desert, Calif. The Golden Bears finished 17th in the tournament, but gained 
valuable experience in post-season play. Four of the five regional participants return 
for the team, including senior Nick Jarrett. Jarrett was the consistent number one 
for the team last year and head coach Matt Higgins, and Higgins is confident in Jar­
rett for 2010-11 saying, "I'm excited for Nick this year. He's playing probably the 
best that I'-ve seen him in the last four years. He should be one of the best players in 
our conference and region. He put in a lot of work this summer and it shows. He's 
prepared physically and mentally." Senior Kyle Lewis, who was the fiirst-'male golfer 
in school history to compete in the regional tournament, returns after a down year 
in 2(W9-10 and started tiie season firing a team best 72 on day one of the NSIC Fall 
Preview at Troy Burne GC in Hudson, Wis. mid is tied for second going into day two. 
Nevrcomer Mark AiKten is also expected to compete for a spot in the top five. As 
Higgins said, "Mark has a lot of talent. I believe he has the talent to be one of the 
best players in the region. He needs to get tournament experience. I expect his scores 
to improve every weeL Fm excited to see where this year takes him." 
Coach Higgins will lead the team into 2010-11, and he has high hopes for the 
team saying, "I can't wait for the season to start. I have very hi^  expectations and 
know the players have high expectations also. The men have come into this fall very 
prepared." 
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etter Ingredients 
Concordia Student Special 
$7.99 Large One Topping Pizza 
651-228-0252 
504 South Lexington Parl<way 
Valid Anytime with Student Id 
It's Like Working For a 
Company That's Going Under 
By Ashby Marzolf 
Have you heard? Well if you haven't, allow me the 
honor and privilege of bursting your financial bubble. 
The powers that be at our lovely Concordia have decided 
that it would be in everyone's (and by everyone's I mean 
their bottom line's) best interest if students work no 
more than twenty hours a week. 
Now maybe this isn't a big deal to you, which can 
only mean: L you either are lucky enough to have 
secured a job outside Concordia's realm 2. die real 
world has not yet happened to you or 3. you still have 
mommy and daddy pay your bills. If any of the above 
are true stop reading....right now....seriously I mean it, 
get out of my column just turn to a different page or 
something.,. .come back when you've experienced life. 
Sigh, I thought they'd never leave. Now where was 
I? Oh yes, Concordia has devised another clever way of 
sending students to the poor house before they reach 
the ripe old of twenty-five. Think about it. What is 
minimum wage multiplied by twenty hours multiplied 
by the fourteen-ish weeks of a semester? Well I'll tell 
you. It is two thousand one hundred dollars. Now, think 
about how much you pay for a semester at Concordia, 
and tell me that this twenty hour a week business doesn't 
pose a slight discrepancy. 
I mean if they are only going to allow us to work 
twenty hours a week, does that mean we only have to 
pay twenty hours a week's worth tuition? Doubtful.... 
very VERY doubtfiil. Now the higher ups may have a 
few seemingly legitimate responses to this criticism, and 
1 welcome their effort. Let's think about their possible 
rebuttals. Xhey may say, "What about a summer job?" 
1 would in turn ask them what is this magical world 
they live in where one can obtain a job for three months 
that pays thirteen and a half-ish thousand dollars? 
They might then reply with a; what about student 
loans. I would say: what about them? They are just 
another one of the ways that colleges use to ensure 
we are all in debt until the day we die. Okay, maybe 
that a bit melodramatic, but you get my point. It's all 
good though, because their next plausible point will 
make this whole mess understandable. Work study is 
only supposed to be for "extra" money. I don't know if 
you've heard Concordia, but we had a tiny economic 
crisis a bit ago....so "extra" money is a mythological 
thing of the past. 
But don't worry piys; it's not all about crunching 
numbers. Concordia is doing this for the benefit of the 
students. You see there arc a lot of students, but only 
a few work study positions. So, they are limiting our 
hours to make sure that more students can utilize work 
smdy. Great! Now we can all make peanuts, and be 
poor together! Yay! OMG it's like a bonding experience! 
Maybe we can all get matching grocery carts when we 
are homeless? 
LARTS & VARIE' ctober 
Social Network: 
The Story of Facebook's Creation 
By William lange 
In the upcoming film Social Network, Jesse 
Eisenberg embodies Facebook creator Mark 
Zuckerberg. The film is set in the halls of Har­
vard University, where Zuckerberg, along with 
his schoolmates, creates Facebook. The story, 
based on the Ben Mezrich novel. The Accidental 
Billionaires takes us throu  ^ Zuckerberg's cre­
ative process, court trials and emotional tribula­
tions. Jesse Eisenberg does a remarkable job of 
capturing Mark Zuckerberg's communication 
skills and mannerisms. Millions of people use 
Facebook, but few know the truth behind its 
creation. Social Network brings the story public 
and takes us into the life of Mark Zuckerberg 
on his road to becoming the world's youngest 
billionaire. 
The Sword had the opportunity to inter­
view Jesse Eisenberg and his co-star, Armie 
Hammer. In this exclusive, the two discuss 
their experiences in making the film. 
Jesse Eisenberg talked about how after 
filming a scene in which the characters are 
at each other's throats, that they would still 
experience those feeUngs of anger, "Af­
ter doing that for 12 hours you're in that 
spirit." 
When asked about playing such an iconic 
figure like Mark Zuckerberg, Jesse re­
sponded saying that Zuckerberg is con­
temporary, therefore, he is not based on 
interpretation like historical icons such as Lincoln. Jesse looked 
at it from a different perspective. Although Zuckerberg has money, he still feels alone and 
incomplete. 
When Jesse was asked if he had a Facebook account, he said he created one while they were 
rehearsing for the movie, and went on to describe Facebook as having a cynical attitude towards 
the telephone. 
It was clear that Jesse related with his character, saying that he sympathizes with his character 
and Mark. "My character in movie has a feeling of alienation and then he is forced to do inter­
views and be the public face of this major company. On a smaller scale I am experiencing that." 
Jesse compares his life to Mark's saying they both have to do interviews, and if they say the wrong 
thing, it can come back to haunt them. It is not hard for Jesse to imagine what Mark feels like. 
"He tells us that he feels uncomfortable in social situations and I grew up with no friends." Jesse 
goes on to give insight on the inspiration of Facebook. "We all have different coping mechanisms 
and my character has a very unique one, creating a social network." 
Armie Hammer, who plays Zuckerberg's classmate, Cameron Winklevoss, confessed that his 
biggest challenge of the movie was playing twins because it was double the work, and he had to 
figure out how to approach two characters who are so alike while maintaining them as individu­
als. 
Armie's opinion on Facebook differed from Jesse's. Armie felt that the current generation is 
living life as defined by Facebook. This creates the ability to communicate with anyone, creating a 
new generation of 'Facebook activists.' Armie feels that the impact of Facebook activism is huge, 
but on the flipside, there are people who waste eight hours a day on Facebook and with nothing 
to show from it. 
Armie brought us behind the scenes of the movie, telling us, "Everyone was so involved, and 
at the end of the day they wanted to turn in their best work." 
He teUs us the story reads like a comedy; witty, so clever, and perfect. You get a littie bit of the 
humor; it has moments that are really funny, "It is very gritty comedy." 
Armie described director David Fincher as the "most capably intelligent director I've ever sat 
across from at a table. It was like living something I dreamt about as a young kid." Jesse went on 
to say, "David is known as a real visual master. Aaron Sorkin is known for incredible dialogue. I 
was surprised to see them togetiier. [It] was a really fortonate match. Both of those guys demand 
a lot from their actors. David demands the highest level of performance. It's an environment in 
which I want to work because, I demand a lot of myself I can speak for all the actors and see we 
were all so honored to be there." 
Eisenberg does an astounding job playing Zuckerburg. Social Network is in theaters October 1; 
don't miss your chance to see it. 
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Conviction: 
The True Story of a Woman's 
Fight to Save Her Brother 
By Savonnah Nolen 
Conviaion is the inspiring true story of a sister's dedication 
to free her brother from a life sentence in prison. When Betty 
Anne Waters' (played by two-time Academy Award wirmer 
Hilary Swank), brother Kenny (played by Sam Rockwell), 
is wrongly arrested and sentenced for murder in 1983, she 
changes her world in order to free her brother. 
In absolute certainty that Kenny is innocent, Betty Anne 
pushes herself on an 18 year journey to get a GED, a college 
degree, and finally finish law school. However, the struggle only 
begins there when she must search flirough distrustful evidence 
and retrace the steps of corrupt cops and dishonest witness 
testimonies. With her unwavering belief in Keimy, and help 
from her best fnend Abra Rice (Minnie Driver), Betty Anne uses 
• DNA evidence in order to free Keimy from a life behind bars. 
The Sword received the opportunity to interview Tony Goldwyn, 
director of the film, and Betty Aime Waters, the inspiration 
behind the film. There they described their nine year journey in 
accomplishing their goal to tell Betty Anne's beautiful story in this 
film. 
Betty Anne Waters talked about how it was a personal journey 
filming Conviction, and how it became a form of therapy for her. 
Goldwyn, the writer, and she would spend houre discussing her 
past in order to shape this movie best and it was a healing relief for 
her to talk about old masked feelings. 
However, this was not the biggest challenge of making tiie 
movie for Betty Anne Waters. She expressed her discomfort in 
"not knowing if I would be able to jump the hurdles I needed to 
in order to free Kenny". But facing big challenges provided Waters 
with great rewards. When fighting the c^e, Waters' best memory 
was telling her brother that they found the evidence. It was then 
that she knew that she going to be able to free her brother. 
Being able to capture the essence of Waters' story was a 
challenging task that offered many uphiU batties. Goldwyn 
expressed the struggles of raising money and finding financial 
support to fund this movie, "It was an eight year battie of will." 
The eight year struggle ended up leading to great accompUshments 
for Conviaion. Goldwyn had hoped to have the audience be 
sufficientiy moved by the movie and the actor's presentations of the 
characters they were portraying. He wanted to raise the question, 
"What would someone be willing to do for someone they loved?" 
Goldwyn also wanted Conviaion to express that "if you come from 
a place of love and passion, you can do anything." 
Goldwyn was also 
persistent that casting 
is everything when it 
comes to making a 
movie of this caliber. 
The talent in Conviaion 
is undeniable, and after 
meeting the real life 
Betty Anne Waters 
it is unquestionable 
that Hilary Swank 
represented her 
exceptionally. This 
could arguably 
be rfhe year's best 
movie, so don't 
think twice about 
seeing Conviction 
the moment it is 
released. 
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Taylor Swift: Barrel of Emotion 
By Chloe Toipole 
The level of entertainment experienced upon watching MTV's Video Music 
Awards has been on a steep decline in recent years. Gone are the awards shows I 
remember from my youth, dazzling displays of popular culture at its finest—Britney 
stripping, Lance Bass pretending to be straight, Britney kissing old leathery women, 
t. A.T.u. doing... whatever it was that t.A.T.u. did, Christina Aguilera and Fred Ehirst 
sharing the stage (finally!!!), Britney and that snake thing... oh, to be young again! 
This year, there were no strippers, Madoima was busy collecting dust in her crypt, 
and Brimey was facedown in a gutter, for all we know. Though I was, truthfiilly, most 
interested in the appearance of Nicki Minaj's butt (Cher's butt was the cherry on 
top), the rest of the world was waiting with bated breath for the highly anticipated 
second chapter of the Taylor Swift vs. Kanye West epic. 
Last year, the world watched as T-Sweezy's glowing awards show innocence was 
ripped from her by Kanye "Edward Hennessyhands" West, who was so moved by 
the glittery diva wind created by Beyonce's 5 foot weave that he leapt to the stage to 
testify his devotion, right in the middle of poor widdle Taylor's acceptance speech. 
He disappeared in a: cloud of smoke and a Kanye-shrug, and with that, Taylor was 
forever changed. Her face immediately post-Kanye was like those Humane Society 
commercials—^watch it in slow motion and you can see the words "ViHiy did they 
hurt me? What did I do wrong?" fly past as the camera zooms in on Taylor's matted 
fur and missing eye. 
Hype began to build as Taylor was announced as a performer at this year's VMAs; 
hype turned into hysteria when word got out that she would be performing a brand-
new song she wrote in response to Kanyegate. I pictured a solemn, scorned T-Sweezy 
kicking off the ni^ t by ripping his pictxire in half and telling us to fight the real 
enemy before launching into a crazed, fiery cover of Lil' Jon's "What You Gon' 
Do" and then, I don't know, hunting him down in his dressing room and poking him 
in the eyes. Something hke that. All I knew was that it was going to be sweet. As 
the lights dimmed in preparation for her performance, I erected myself, brushed the 
Cheeto dust from my face, and prepared for a SHOW. 
1 had forgotten, however, that Taylor Swift was crafted by the gods out of daffodils, 
clouds, and the tears of baby unicorns, thus she is without a malevolent bone in her 
body. Rather than murdering Kanye in a ferocious tornado of blood and hellfire, she 
performed from my crazy Nana's living room dressed up as a lost prairie hooker and 
whisperwhined her way throu  ^a folksy song of forgiveness that cradled Kanyeezy 
in a soft envelope of butterflies and puppy fur. She gave Kanye a gentle pat on the 
head and assured him that he is not what he did, he is still an innocent, he is a 
beautiful and ,a unique snowflake, that'll do Kanye, that'U do, etc. 
The world shot her a collective "GURL PLEASE" side eye - that wasn't the kind 
of expression we were hewing for! The incident was unfortunate, yes, but it's not like 
he blew all the fuzz off her dandehon or dipped her pigtails in an inkwell or stole her 
favorite stuffed teddy (you know, stuff that would really break Taylor Swift's heart). 
No need to recite your moody grade poetry in front of the whole world. 
Still, Taylor's impassioned display cast the room in the buttery glow of sweetness 
and light, and those who bore witness fell to their knees and repented. Naturally, 
Kanye was wearing his stunna shadez, so his cold exterior remained unaffected. 
As the show's finale, he donned his best Suge Knight suit and made noises for a 
few minutes. The particulars escape me, except that MTV didn't censor "a-hole." If 
anyone should've dressed as a lost prairie hooker and sobbed into a microphone, it's 
Kanye! Instead, he just looked like a tool as he usually does. I thought I caught vague 
fumes of atonement on Yeezy's breath, but that was probably just more Hennessy 
and baby's blood I was smelling. 
All in all, I'm hoping that the case of Swift vs. West can now be closed, as Taylor has 
. shed too many crystal tears of desolation, her mane of sublime tendrils extinguishing 
the sun and cloaking the entire nation in sadness. She has finally expelled the last of 
the poison Kanye barfed into her mouth that fateful night in 2009, and, truly, Taylor 
Swift had one of the most heartfelt VMA performeinces of all time. OF ALL TIME. 
P|^ ^2|.|i| •»•§!• PAtc* art class strikes a chord with 
y  S  Wlin  iVfS*  students  looking  to  fu l f i l l  credi t s .  
Throwing 
By Victoria Vasterling 
Whirring and grinding 
preying and touching 
moist and bending 
wanting to be made 
into something of significance. 
Putting and pushing, grit between 
fingertips 
Globs of slush on wrists 
Wheel between knees 
Forehead crunched 
concentration no equal 
Glowing and piercing 
the sky with feelings, 
wind the illusion of moiving 
pride in the doing 
teeth sparkle, cheeks blush 
pants and shirt splattered, 
show what you've done 
your face does not deny it. 
By Kristi Loobeek 
The poem at left by Concordia student Victoria Vaster­
ling sheds light onto the magic experienced by those who 
create a masterpiece out of nothing but day and your own 
hands. 
This poem may not connect to those who have never 
thrown a pot before, but to those who have, it stands as a 
silent testament of its challenges and gratifications. 
Ceramics at Concordia is offered in three different lev­
els. The first is Ceramics I, a beginner's course in the art of 
throwing and clay work. Two and three continue on from 
there. 
Students of Ceramics I will find themselves being in­
troduced to the broad and colorful world of pots, plates, 
sculptures aiid much, much more. Students are taught how 
to throw a pot on both a foot and electrical powered wheel. 
Assignments range from matching mugs to the more ad­
vanced conceptual teapots. 
The artists of Ceramics are given instructions and help 
from the highly qualified Professor Keith Williams. 
"I love making music, but clay art gave my life direction... 
my deepest professional joy though comes from teaching," 
confesses Williams on his Concordia faculty web p^e. 
Williams guides students through the classes by instruc­
tion and demonstrations. Because it is such a hands-on 
class, taost of the material can only be taught by jumping 
right in and trying it yourself. 
The second level of Ceramics offers more creative liberty 
to the students. This second level focuses less on the tech­
nical skills of pottery and more on finding the artists own 
sense of style, along with learning about past and contem­
porary artists. 
For those looking to take an art credit, Ceramics I is the 
class for you. You will learn not only how to throw a pot 
but also how to make handles, vases, bowls, lids, spouts, 
teacups and much more. Ihe amount of work produced 
is completely up to the students. The more time and effort 
you put into the class the more physical rewards and emo­
tional satisfaction you will get out of it 
Along with teaching students how to create, Williams 
also encourages them to broaden their horizons and appre­
ciate others' work. Two or three times a semester the class 
wiU take a break from their work and talk about what the 
others have produced. This work shopping method both 
helps the observers appreciate different styles but also gives 
the creators constructive feedback. 
For those looking to major in the arts, or for those just 
looking to fiilfill their required credits toward graduation, 
ceramics classes are a great choice. Imagine going to a class 
where you get to make a mess, get your hands dirty, have 
fun, and get college credit at the same time. It's possible; 
it's ceramics. 
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Department of Theatre and 
Dance Production Dates 
Shakespeare Under the Stars 
September 23-10 p.m. 
Tartuffe 
October 21,22,23-7:30 p.m. 
October 24 2:00 p.m. 
Moby Dick 
Nowember 18,19,20-7:30 p.in. 
NovembCT 20,21-2:00 p.m. 
Student Showcase 
December 12-5:00 p.m. 
Adrift on the Mississippi 
February 10.11,12,19,26-7:30 p.m. 
February 13,20,27-2:00 p.m. 
February 24,25-10:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. 
Student-Directed Production 
March 25.26,27-7:30 p.m. 
Once Upon a Mattms 
May 5,6,7-7:30 Rm. 
May 8-2:00 p.m. 
Student Showcase 
May 11-6:00 p.m. 
Photo Biennial 7: Phone Photo Exhibition 
By Victoria Vasterling 
It's amazing what students can use to create art in ouir world today. In this 
year's photo exhibition, students used their phones—including an Iphone, 
Palm Treo 700P, Samsung T919, SideMck, Motorola, Blackberry, LG, and 
an Android—to create works of beautiful art. Professor Cate Vermeland, at 
the opening of this art show, talked about how a photographer's jct> is to 
communicate with a photograph, and that it is important to keep up with the 
new ways of making that happen. She said that people in America now want 
immediate gratification, noting that it's exciting to be able to continue on with 
pictures that are quickly taken ftom one's cell phone. 
Every two years Professor Cate Vermeland curates a show on a different 
theme, and this year's show is the seventh show she has hosted. Vermeland 
says that "One of the aesthetic challenges photographers face is to match the 
appropriate technology to the content of their work." More photographers 
are using their cell phones to take pictures because it is a quick and easy way 
to create something that communicates emotions. As Cate Vermeland says 
in her Artist's Statement "With the BlackBerry, I am able to immediately 
respond to the portal that alerts me to this subtle, yet modest, beauty." 
A quote that Vermeland included in her artists statement says: "There 
is nothing remarkable about this road and it leads to what is usually called 
nowhere - which is why the rest of my day is so pleasant. I don't want local 
color; I don't want the picturesque. I want the here and now, the divine quo­
tidian, the subtler beauty of the unremarkable." ~ John Burnside, "Divine 
Quotidian," 2006. Pictures that people take with their cell phones may be 
simple things that happen in their everyday lives. According to John Burn­
side, these things that are seemingly unremarkable are really the things that 
are most valtiable to humans. 
jfcbsvw* Th® of coB phoflos on display in the ffallery. 
Below: Artlshi Dr. Busma DeVries mici Cate Vermelami stand thcif fiHwork st the 
iiisitiiMiil art show* {Photos by Briar*ltose Jocobson) 
Production Junction 
Department of Theatre and Dance producing five plays 
By Levi Gribbon 
This year, Concordia University's depart­
ment of Theatre and Dance will be producing 
five plays as well as having a few showcases. 
Shakespeare Under the Stars will be in Jhe 
Frauenshuh Amphitheaia-e. 
Tartuffe will be perfijrmed in the Pearson 
Theatre. "The head of a wealthy household 
has befriended an itinerant holy man, Tartuffe, 
who appears to be filled vdth ttue reli^ ous fer­
vor. But is his piety genuine or is he an imposter 
bent on destroying every last shred of the fetm-
ily's domestic happiness? With clever dialogue 
and outrageous situations, Moliere's classic 
comic tour de force explores religious hypoori-
sy which lies in stark contrast to true Christian 
virtue," according to Jim Seemann. 
Moby Dick will be performed in the Westlund 
Theatre (black box). Moby Dick is a play based 
off of the novel by Herman Melville where 
Captain Ahab obsesses over a white whale. 
A Student Showcase will be held in the Pear­
son Theatre. 
Adrift on the Mississippi will be performed 
in the Pearson theatre. It is "a compelling and 
inspiring story from African American history 
in Minnesota, this world-premiere oripnal play 
tells of Reverend Hickman and his group's es-  ^
cape from oppression in the deep south and 
their eventual establishment of a church here in 
Saint Paul," said Seemann. 
There will be a Student Directed Production 
(to be named later) in Westlund Theatre 
Omx t/jpwf! 8 Marmss will be shown in ttiePearsoti 
TTieatre. According to Seemann, this play is "the 
story of King Sextimus and his terror of a wife, 
Queen A^avian, who has proposed a seem­
ingly impossible sttsitivity test for the princKss 
who wishes to, marry her son, Prince Dauntiess. 
Winnifred the Woebegone is willing to try," 
There will be another Student Showcase in 
the Pearson theatre. 
Auditions for fall semester productions may 
be over but, auditions for spring semester pro­
ductions will be on January 24th and 25th from 
6:00 to 10:00 PM in the Pearson and Westlund 
theatres. Tickiet information can be found at 
csp.edu/tickets. * 
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Summarizing Summer Music Taking a look at some of the best tunes three months had to offer 
By Charlie Wirth 
With the warm days at their end, and many of us 
sinking our teeth back into school, what better way to 
look back at the season than with the music we listened 
to along the way. 
Rap/Hip Hop 
Many witnessed Eminem coming back in a big way 
over the summer. His album, aptly named Recovery, 
marks his first widely acdaimed album since the early 
2000's, adding a much more serious tone to his sound. 
Not to be overlooked are the works by The Roots and 
Big Boi. Releasing his first solo album, Sir Lticious Left 
Foot... The Son Of Chico Dusty, Big Boi provides a fresh 
style of rap that is sharp, fluid, and keeps the listener 
on edge. The Roots show off their musicianship and 
professionalism in the R&B craft as they offer their own 
brand of smart rap along with a slew of talented fea­
tured artists. 
Rock 
Dominating the Hard Rock scene upon its release 
on August 27 is Disturbed's Asylum. Before that was 
Avenged Sevenfold and Nightmare. Probably the most 
balanced rock album to debut this summer was Dead 
Weather's Sea Of Cowards. Even though the sounds are 
similar to their breakthrough release Horehound, it isn't 
necessarily a bad thing, considering their style is like no 
other rock band out there. 
Country 
Country music didn't disappoint this summer either. 
Lady Antebellum's Need You Now dominated the charts 
throughout the season, while still remaining on the list. 
Jerrod Niemann made a name for himself with his hit 
"Lover, Lover", Josh Turner started a summer anthem 
with "Why Don't We Just Dance" and Lee Brice broke 
out with "Love Like Crazy", No 
coxmtry music list can go without 
mentioning Taylor Swift, as she 
debuted her single "Mine" in 
early August. 
Alternative 
We heard some great new things 
frord some already estabMshed 
bands. The Black Keys grooved 
over their sound with flieir latest, 
Brothers. The raw sound so often 
associated vnth the band is only 
solidified with a new found funky 
feel. The National climbed the al­
ternative ladder when they released 
the one of a kind experience High 
Violet. Indie Rock powerhouse Ar­
cade Fire proved once again that 
they are one of the best in the busi­
ness supplying us with The Suburbs. 
89.3 The Current suggested that 
"this album is the next best thing to 
happen to the genre in more than 
a decade." Not too shabby. 
So much music, so littie time. 
Apologies for not mentioning 
your favorite music or genre, 
but hopefully this article re­
vealed something new. Happy fe-
tening. 
Funk City Music Review: The Avett Brothers 
Music and Love Take Brothers to New Heights 
By Sam Campbell 
Music featuring all string instruments is rarely head banging. However, there 
happens to be an extrodinary exception to this case. Lingering the depths of 
YouTube is a video of an Avett Brothers live performance of the song "Laundry 
Room" at Chapel HiU in North Carolina. It is on that stage where one can see 
Seth Avett nearly stxmible to his knees due to a nasty whiplash brought on by his 
psychotic head movements—something rarely seen in folk music. It is that pas­
sion that exists at every Avett Brothers show, and it has them catching a tremen­
dous amount of attention. 
Brothers Scott and Seth Avett show a certain chemistry not only in their stage 
presence, but also in their voices. Their big label debut album "I and Love and 
You", holds the brothers weaving voices that harmonize on every track. Their 
lyrics can chill spines as they pour their hearts out into songs of shared life experi­
ences. 
As a new up and coming band, the Avett Brothers (Scott, Seth, and Bob Cravv-
ford) stuck to their string band folk roots. But on their latest album, they have 
been described as new age folk with some rock and pop vibes, as well as a touch 
of punk style vocals. Branchingoff of the banjo, Scott sits in on the drums while 
Seth often shifts over to the piano on several songs. Bob Crawfords upright bass is 
always a backbone to give the band's sonp that authentic folk sound. Joe Kwon 
can be found joining the band on tour with his cello adding to the aiTangment of 
strings on stage. 
It is no surprise that Avett Brothers are seeing bigger and bigger foUowings at 
every show. Seth's runs on vocals have the rafters shaking and have the crowds 
wanting more. Scott's fmger picking makes his banjo cry out to the audience, as 
his lyrics has them hanging on every word. It is proof before the audience that 
brotherly love and music go hand in hand with each other. It may be in your best 
interest to catch a show and see if the music—not the whiplash—can bring you 
to your knees. 
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Bearly Confidential: 
An artistic experiment in the Concordia community based on the widely popular world of PostSecret. 
Examples of PostSecrets from 
postsecret.com 
Concordia, we need 
YOUl 
Create your own 
PostSecret for our new 
"Bearly Confidentior 
section and drop it 
in the box outside of 
the Sword office in the 
tunnel. 
Your secret could 
be anonymously pub­
lished in an upcoming 
issue of the Sword! 
By Chloe Weinberg 
What began as a dream has now turned 
into a nation-wide phenomenon. PostSe­
cret is an ongoing community art project 
where people mail in their secrets anony­
mously on one side of a postcard. These 
secrets are published once a week on the 
highly popular website postsecret.com, 
and thousands have solidified themselves 
in one of five New York Times Bestseller 
books published by creator Frank War­
ren. The website now receives about 4 
million viewers each month, and to this 
day Warren has received over 500,000 se­
crets fi'om followers worldwide. 
History 
The phrase "you will find your answers 
in the secrets of strangers" -was Frank 
Warren's motivation behind the con­
cept of PostSecret. He walked around 
the Washington D.C. area handing out 
post cEirds to random strangers, all hav­
ing been previously addressed, and en­
couraged them to share a secret- the only 
rule: "The secret had to be true and it 
had to be something that had never been 
told to another person." January 2005 
marked the first batch of PostSecrets be­
ing published online. 
Meanings 
Many followers and contributors view 
the commimity and what it produces as 
an emotional release and a way to anon­
ymously relate to people. They expose 
deeply personal secrets concerning things 
such as love life, aimes, drug addiction, 
and death. On the flip side, many see it 
as a carefi'ee way to publish minor inse­
curities, jokes, or silly fects. There are no 
rules or restrictions on the level of pro­
fanity, cultural or religious statements; 
just people writing a personal truth that 
they feel cannot be spoken aloud. Along 
with revealing an intriguing written se­
cret, these post cards are more often than 
not, beautifiiUy decorated or illustrated. 
Bearly Confidential 
Since this trend has captured the atten­
tion of much of the young population in 
the United States, TTte Swordhas decided 
to try out our own version of PostSecret 
that we will call Beariy Confidential. 
Every month we will leave a locked box 
outside of TTie Sword office in whicfi all 
Concordia students and staff are wel­
come to anonymously drop decorated or 
undecorated post cards containing one 
secret that they have never spoken aloud. 
In hopes of getting a good result we will 
even supply blank postcards that you can 
find next to the drop box. Keep in mind 
this newspaper is fimded by the school 
and we will only publish secrets that we 
feel are appropriate for the general au­
dience. Your name is not necessary, so 
no one will know who wrote it! This is 
meant to be a fiin artistic experiment to 
expose a new side T)f the community at 
Concordia University, please feel fi«e to 
participate, and be creative! 
